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· APPROVED B:Y.• 
............ · . 
. . .. •· 
. ,. .. , 
This two year longitudinal st'Ud.y.was designed. to imr.est~~ 
... ,; 
young child.reri'°s changing perceptions and abilities within the 
• • .<II> > • : "';,-. , ... 
· wri tlng :process. Twenty-one children were interviewed and asked 
. ' ... · . ~-: -
to :prcdµqe ni ting samples a. t. f'our intervals during two scho&l 
years, nursery school and kindergarteno Responses to·questio?:1!1 
were categorically arranged a~d writing episoo.es were classif&~. 
among five levels that emergede Changes arnorig categories-am. 
· levels w~re reported ard observations were discuss~o 
Data suggested that children have a limited. perspective of 
the functions of writing, C!'ru.ldren were observed to progre.s.s. 
from writing their own naxne, to writing names of sigru,.ficant 
others, to writing one· · syllable words as they developed · within 
the writing :process. It was reasoned that this sequence is· 
psycholinguiatica.lly logical because it permits children to 
meaningfully explore written lang,.ia.ge from a global to a 
spec1~ic perspective. 
Second.ary findings included the observation that children 
increased use of languag~ strategies as they progressed through 
the :five levels 11 found. school adjustment and mechanics of writir.g 
to be demanding and perhaps constraining, and perceived letter 
formation and spelling to be obstacles in writinge It was 
theo:rizecl drawing if it used 
as a 
Results of. this stu<l.y_ §i\lggest that tea<?hers n,eed: te> iltaltij 
children aware of the functions of writing t~ough mod:e-11~ 
_readi_ng, a:nd. other qCtivities. They must analyz.e ·ch1ld.Dm'S; 
writing carefully to evaluate :progress and. plan for instruotio~,,; 
Children must be encouraged to explore language through va.riooo 
strategies. Implications for research included discov~ing a:nt1. 
testing techniques for modeling functions of writing; and fiiidil}g 
evidence of the min.iJll.um-quantity hypothesis in English ~p.ea.kil)g 
children. 
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.Chapter I 
S tatemer.it of the Prob'leii1. 
Recent research has ::;;uggested that reading is. a process, of l"i. 
l~ger whole, with that whoie being language. Listening, speaking.~ 
reading, and writing are being represented today as .inte:crelateo. 
processes which are cognitively, socialJs, linguistically, and 
functionally similar~ 
.In their study of young children who h~ve learned informall,:r 
read and write r~searchers have found tha-t children. can ·o.,ecome 
·naturally literate through their own systematic efforts. The ro:is.c: 
of writing as a tool in exploring language and in. becoming literate 
is gaining recognition. Writing as a process and youn~\childreri~ ~:. 
knowledge and ability with writing remain central issues'for 
continued. research. 
The purposes' of this study were to investigate how young 
children perceive· the wrlti.ng :processw and to describe th~ 
characteristics and. changes in their writing before receiving 
fon,al instruction~ 
t 
'.:)ues-tion.s~ to b.e Answered, 
1. • How do· young eh!ldr~n perceive .the writing :procese·1: 
2, ·What are the characteristics of ·the writing episodes of young 
children? 
2 
3, How·do young children 9 s perceptions of writing and their 
writing episoies change over the span of two school years? 
Uee:1 for the .Stucr;y 
Recent research has inves·tiga ted the natural development oi 
literacy in ·young chlld.re.n prior to their receiving ·rorriic1.l school 
instruction. The $chool beginner today is a more sophisticated 
language user than was previously recognized, Such children are 
active, systematic, and strategic learners who rely on cues from. 
their ·environment and social interactions to com..niunicate and accept 
mBaning. Chfli:lren are naturally motivated to 'become· literate. o-.n 
their own.when constraints of conventionality do not interfere with 
their uninhibited search for meaning in print. Research also 
suggests that oral and written language interact while developing 
sL~ulta.neously. If educators are to fully appreciate the knowledge 
and strengths that children bring to school with them, and if they 
are to permit natural literacy strategies to opera.te wlthout 
constraints, then continued efforts to fully understand. the school 
beginner and his/her approach to becoming 1i tera te becomes 
essential. 
That many children write before learn:i.ng to read, even before 
beginning school has been .ritriessed by many researchers (Bissex, 
·1980; Choms.ky, 1971; Durkin, 1966; Teale,. 1978). Durk1n(19.66) 
cohcluded that for some early readers the ability to read seemed 
almost like a by-product of the child's. ability to print and spe,]J:,, 
She described stages whereby these "pencil and paper kidr;:;" fir$t 
drew and. scribbled, then copied objects and letters"' ·then 
questioned about spelling, and finally were able· to read. Chomsky 
(1971) has suggested·a reverse order of present educations.l 
curriculum. in which learning to .rri te would precede· learning tc, 
read. The·impo:ttance of the written code· in testing the rules C;;t' 
lal\:,.01 .. iage and in fostering a desire to communicate was stressed ~,. 
Clay (1977). Similarily, Dyson (1982) argues that the slow procesr; 
of .rriting is ideally suited for reflecting upon the nature of 
;.,ritten language. Hildreth (i96J) concluded that ~iting·f'.ocuaet' 
attentiop to detail and reinforces memory for distinctive featur~f 
of words. Platt (i977) suggested that. handwriting f?hou.ld. be a,n 
intermediary stage between drawing and reading. In describing 
children· who write frequently, Diri.an (1980) claimed that they we.r-e 
more sensitive to langu;,:i.ge because they listen better, question 
.· . ' '' ~ . 
more, and note simila.ri ties' differences, and uniquenesses ii:"i. 
language. Hauser (1982) stated that all children benefit from 
writir,.g because it permits children 'to experiment with language~ 
learn to communicate through the written expression, and. gain pride 
through their wcrk. If writing tl'."'..lly enhances reading development, 
a:nd if it can be a t.ool in learn:ing to read, then understand.i.r.g 
writing as a ·process is necessary for those who tea.ch reading. 
Cognitive theory has cha·racterized the school. beginner at 
egocentric, and limited by"difficulty with decentering and mentally 
representing- experience (Piaget & Inhelder, 1969), Linguistic 
study ha.s ird.icated children's uncertainties about d'ifferitig 
functior.s of oral and written expressions of language and has 
· ~uggested. a· need for metalinguistic terminology in learning to reau 
and Hrite. The ir~plica tlon of research in these areas is that, 
writir..g =.3.y serve as a concrete object f'or manipulating and 
explc:::-ir..g written language. More complete clarification of: 
childre.n' s underst.and.ing and :per<;:eptions of writir.g may reveal 
importar.t i.-:-.plica tions for enhancing the development of literacy i.1;1 
the. young child. 
De?ocl (1980) has stated that much is still unknown a.bout thei 
course of children's writing development, and a fram·ework i~ 
needed on how they develop control over the written medium.. Grave-E 
( 1981 )· ac.voca tes research involving contexts broadened to includ.e 
closer ar.d lori.ger looks at children while they are writing. He haE 
suggested that more needs to be learned about what occurs within. 
the wrHi:ng episode. Graves (1981) sees a need for information 
gatherei over tL'Tle of children's changing concepts of ti'riting and. 
recom.m.e~1s data derived from the child functionin.g in the writing 
:process, as well as from analysis of the writing :prod.uct. His 
questions about what children do when they write justify thi.s study. 
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Def:l.n:itio-rl' o'f Tens 
· Function of wti ting - Halliday ( 1977a) has categor.tzed his sev.er,. 
functions of adult language ·as interpers 0!11:!,l, ideatior..1i1.i O't: 
textual. ·He :pro:r:oses that written: lar..g"..:..a:ge · incorporates mostl:r 
idea tional functions. Clay ( 197 5), DotTr_:_ng ( 1969), Reid ( 1966)6 
ar.d others have considered co:!nmunicat:.6r: or the send,ing -of a. 
r:essage to be the function of writing, ?or the :purposes of thi1 
stu:dy, the function of writing will be defined as the ser.ding of ,;;, 
mes·sage to self or others· for pleasure o::: communication through the 
w-ri tten e-x:pressicn of -langua$ei, 
Writ.in;,; euisode - Graves (1981) defined. ·"-riting episode a!?' 
encwpassing all that a child does before, during. and after a 
s1ng1e writing.· He maintains tha.t the ;::ean1ng of any si.tuaUon 1$ 
contair.etl in the 'Context of the act ar.d :.:hat una:erstandiri.g· of' 
w1·1 tt.en word ·aem:ancls investigation of the time-space· elemel'lito 
Design 
During this -two year longi tudiral stwty ~ 21 children were 
interviewed· and asked to provide· samples 6:f writing at f OUI" 
inte..c.""'Vals within their nursery school and kindergarten years • 
... . . ~~ ~· ' 
Responses to the interview questions and the results of the writing 
eJ)isoo.es were a:r..a.lyzed. to better interpret children's chari.gir'-€: 
perceptions and a.bili ties wl thin the 'rrri ting :process, 
5 
The ·subjects of this study comprised a rural-suburban school 
district which limits applica.tion of conclusions to a simil2 .. ,,· 
group. It is· important to note· the difficulty in. ascertaining the 
degree of co:nstraint on nat,ura1 development imposed. by the nurse~ 
school a.nd kindergarten settings. 
Summary( 
Writing, highly ve,lued in literate societies, is rece:.i~,±lW· 
increased· attention by researchers a~ a laneuage J)r.ocess and a~ 
an instrument for erLhancing literacy development. Studies. of 
young children who have become naturally literate through .. theil' 
own efforts have revealed that children are motivated, s:19temati,;; 
1angua.ee users who explore written language through the writing 
process. Understanding the thoughts, perceptions, and capabilities 
of the school beginner is necessary for capita:lizing on the 
natural strengths that young children .bring to school with them. 
This study attempted to unfold a deeper und.erstand.1.ng of children's 
concepts and abilities in writing and estimate more clearly 
children's growth through the writing process. 
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·· Chapter II 
:2eview of the Literatur~ 
. · !'urpose1i; 
.' . ' .:.:-, 
The purposes of this study were to investigate .r,.ow young 
children perceive the writing process~ and to describe th~ 
characteristics and changes in their writing before receiving 
fomal ins.truction.. 
The complexity· of child.renis learning in the area.·of' 
language involves background in many areas related. to education. 
Psychology, linguistics; sociology, and education cc::t.ribute tc 
the understanding· of the complex process through w!;i.ic:: young 
children become literate. This paper has divided.the important. 
. •·, ,\; 
recent research that is relevant to young children ar.c. th'e · .wrfttng 
process· into three rr:ain sections. These three areas are natural 
literacy, cognitive development and. 'language, and esz-lywritlng, 
Katural .Literacy 
The development of 1i teracy in preschool chilcl..:reh ha; beel!i ~ 
focus of recent research. · Psycholi116,1Uistic theory re_;iresents the 
chil~ as a little linguist who approaches language with 
predetermined strategies for systematically acquiring a set of 
language rules.throueh hypothesis test:'Lng. The :process.of 
language development in children b,a,s been observed to be universal. 
It is characterized by overgeneralizing underlying r<le{:5 8 and 
contains cognitive and social components (Destefano, 1973). 
• 
... 
Halliday· ( 1977a) has ide.ntified six developmenta..1 f\mctioris 
language which prompt a child's creation of a system through which 
success ln meaning becomes a necessary and sufficient condition £or 
the learning· of adult language. His six developmental functtollf? of 
· language are: instrumental, regulatory, interactional, pe~sona.1£> 
heuristic, ·and imaginative. Function precedes and motivates the 
development of the form of language as children respond to personal 
and social r,eE'!ds (Good..rrran & G~cidman, 1981). Holdaway .(Park,· 198f1,) 
referred to langliage as the em1:,od.iment of whole meanings ao that 
strategies for language learning are dependent on these huma.n 
meanings. :Buckley (1979) defined the child as a 0 maker of meaning'0 
who surviv:es through acting upon his environment and making sens,.,,. 
of it. Harste and Burke (1980) have stated that childr~tLgain 
:··. 
control o:' written language through expectation that writteit' 
language will make sense. They stress that children must encounter 
the language process in its c0i11ple:dty in order to learn control,. 
Holdaway.(1979) discovered that children who have early experiences 
with literature in a natura1 environment, such as the bedtime 
story, become Hset for literacy. 0 He found that such children 
learned many of the linguistic, motivational, and orthog;raphic 
factors for dealing with w·ritten langu.age0 He reasons that 
stories are powerful in the early language experience of children 
because they are multi-functional. 
There has been discussion of the four processes of language 
(listening, speaking, reruiing 1 writing) and of the differences 
8 
bet.W$~n re-ceptive ind. :productive processes. K.· Go.od,man (i:97);, • 
emphasized ·tha.t· llst:ening and spe'aking are not. mmor im~ges ·of. 
reading and. writing, but i.rdividual processes involving· perceptive 
organization aria. implementation of rules arrl cues. Birnbaum {1980} 
suggested that the reasons for learning -written language ar~ 
· similar· to the reasons for learning to speak. She stated that 
written language enlarges the capacity for shaping experiences into 
meaning, for representing I':"eaning to self and· to others, and fe~ 
representing self to others in the envirorurient. Templei Natha;n,; 
and :Burris (1982) discusse:: functional similarities. betwe-e--rL 
learning to talk and learning to write and emphasized that chilfu·ec., 
need opportunities to use writing meaningfully to servediffere~t 
purposes j,n order to develop literacy. Gi;:aves (198J)diffe.rentiates 
·between .writing ·.and s:pea:...!d .. ng, but explains that writi11g has .i~· 
· roots in speech because the hUiiia.n voice unrlerlies and: s'hows its.e-~·' 
·throuehout the .l_ife <;>f the writ~:,,. 
It is often assumed: that children learn .to listen and speak 
at home~ but must attend school to learn to read am write in ti, 
more formal setting. .Research has substantiated that so.11e cM:.ldre.n 
learn to read and. w-rite independently prior to going to school 
(Bissex, 1980; Glark; 1978; Durkin, 1966; Goodman & Gooiman 9 1981~ 
Iredell, 1898; lass, 1982; Lesiak, 1978; Mason, 1980; 'ror.rey, 1969). 
Tea.le (1982) ·discussed t.riree iri.gredients which contribute to 
natural 1:t tera:cy i environnental print p:tmrides contact opportunity, 
c·ontact with print esfablishes a "puzzle," am. investigation of the 
9 
:puzzle initiates the extrz:cticn of rules to make sense of w:rittelfl, 
language.· He described li tera.cy learning as a social :process c-1' 
interaction with the env3 ,..or2:.ent through speech 9 whereby teachine; 
and learning become interac:.ive. His conclusion is that natural 
or informal literacy comes' a.t the initiative of the childs Clay 
(1977) noted that the tr2:!1si.tion from non-reader to reader takes 
place in the presence of p:-i:-:t when the qhild actively seeks to 
discover how oral and wr: t":.~:-. language are related, She pbserved 
that the desire to comrr.ur~c~te rendered the importance of ·the 
written code more obvious to children. Ha.rste and others (198!) 
referred to reading arrl Kri :.i.r..g as sociopsycholinguistio :processes 
. and as such children develo;· :rr:cdels of w:ri tten language fr<l'i 
natural ongoing encounters ;.-it.ii print, Their conclusion. 'kc..S that 
oral .and written .language d:velop in parallel fashion ard a.....-e both 
learned naturally through c=ch.estrating signs and cue syste:Js 
within a contextual :frame.;c=;::. They proposed four strategies 
· employed in learning li tera:;y which are used by child.re fr and. 
adults i semantic intent, r::.,;otiability t hypothesis testi,og~ and 
fine tuning language rd th la.~.g-:.ia.ge. Environ.mental con.straints 
limit use of these strate.gies a.ni prevent learning, Harst.e and 
others characterize.langu.a.ge growth as a "multilingual eyent" 
with constant interplay bet-,.;een_ oral and written language.0 
Clark (1978) :noted the social cco:ponent am role of envit'on2ent in 
her study of' early readers ;.·':"',o had a significant adult to answer 
questions and. to interact ·,d.:-h interest,. encouragement, 
st.imulat.ion,. 
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.::sl)ousing a. psychogenetic v:..;:·~-:;,:ir:t, • Ferreiro and Teber()&ky 
U?32) defined the name, minimu.rr.-~·.~::. . .'.'.-::.ty, arid syllabic hypotheses 
t:-~ t ~e formulated by you.ng cr.i:.:-"=':. as they solve Wl.'itten: 
1E-r...s1a..ge problems. The strict c::-..s:..stency that children dell'tfl.nd of 
t::enselves and the internal log:.c :.:: t.he developmental :progression 
o: their prob1£ni -solving were fc,.:.:.c. ~.o be two outstanding 
crL.-a..cteristics of these child.re: .. 
In a. study of :preschool chi:-'-~.:., Goo::lman & Altwerger (19tH) 
co!".<:luied tha.t reading and writ::'..::--€ ;.::e developmental processes:. 
j,(he:::e children develop their o;.rr: · .. -::--:.: ten language system. 'I'ha 
chi:dren in their study exhibitei ~=r-1 ... onmental print awareness,. 
h1t little knowledge of the fur.ct:.::-. of print in books. They. 
no"':ed that children attend to ne:.::..:..:::-~; and use the context of tht:s 
s:.t:.:a.tion to interpret erwlronme::.':,:o.l _;crint. Likewise . .i; Hieb~t 
(!r8) found some children ;;1ho ;;;e~·:: ;:.~:le to make sense of writt:~E 
13.t .. gu.a.ge in the environ.'llent but cc,.:.:: r..ot read when context wa@ 
absent. Tayler (1982a) discove~e-:: :;r:ir,g children who used print 
fa= significant purposes at hcr:e :,.:t .::la..imed they could not read 
bec::.use reading was differe::t a,t s:;.::.:cl. One child 1 s definition 
of :::eacing at school was "you do i--: .:.:1. groups." Clay (198:?c} 
d.i.s:;ussed this dilemma with res:p,ac":; :..:, ;..-riting. She observed that 
tte teacher in$isting on perfect ,:,::;7 aul aid.ing children to put 
5.c.e::;..::, ::.nto writing d.uring a w:r:t :esson suggested. t.o children 
tr.a.": 0'the correct f9I'm lay so."l:e,.:r-.e:-·.s :t.ttside them and that the 
':ive would not be theirs" Y. Goodman (1982) 
e A':'~·"" ' ,.. -""d that langu;.1,ge is 
11 
.. 
. . . . . . : 
personal ·wants, and that children beco::..e· \iterate when tQeY set.\' 
wf.'i'tteh language', used for r!any reasops, when they :ha;Ve.a re~s-ox, 
to use it, and when they use it to .becor:1e continuously :better a:,L 
both re?,di'ng·· anq.'W'ri't1ng,. 
ti teracy research has clearly demonstrated. that lea.rmug t,., 
read a~ write can be as na tura.1 · a~ · learri.ln.g oral la~~e., in ar.1 
env~·.,..onment where print functions purposefully· and where· 11tera;e;y 
is r;ecessa.ry for social interaction. Children are s.ocially 
rr.oti?a.ted to lea·.rn to. read and wrlt.e. through a self-regula.tatj'' 
:process in which they ex:plore and.re-invent for their own the 
ur.de:-lying rules of written l~nguat5:e ., 
Cognitive Devel..9nment and Lant,;uage 
:'he mental perceptions of young children. may reveal important 
L,;li·C'..ations for developi:ng literacy,., 
· ?.eid (1966) interviewed young children and found a lack 
eX?~ctation of Hhat reading 11as going to be like, of what the 
purpose of reading is, and of the relationship between reading an.1 
writing; but she noted that the children exhibited more certa.int:,if 
a:-out writing. Denny and Weintraub (1966) noted ·similEt:r 
uncertainties about reading, and Goodman and Altwerger (1981) 
observed that there was a better u:nd.erstand.ing of the functions of 
w~iting than of reading in young child.,...en. Goodman and . .Altwerger 
also ZJ.oted negative attitudes about re.a.ding whereby the children 
believed that they cannot learn to 
rea.d.i:-..s:g .is hard anrl meanin.gless 
o:c. their own and that 
(19?0) replicated Reicl's 
12 
interviews arid concluded that children confuse drawi~ with 
writing, have dif.ficult1 with the p1.~pose of language and: :find. 
spacing a problem.· Robeck and Wise:r,a.n (1981) c·onclud,ed·.tnat 
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· children do have a functional concept of the purpose of reading a·nd. 
writing and. have irn.ma ture but developing concepts of lir:gu.istlc 
terms and direction of print. One· of the first steps fn learn.iri:g 
to read· is realizing that one doesr/ t know how (Has on, 1967). · Cohn 
(1981) rnair.tained that young children are aware that ora.l and 
written latiguages are different,· ar.:. that children engage ir. 
reading..;lD;:e behavior simul ta·neously as they begin writing. Carey 
('1982) stated that young children e:x.hi:bi t a thorough ur.derstar.d.i141; 
of the role of books and reading. Perhaps Good.man and Altwerge::. 
(1981) have offered a.resolution to these discre;pa.nc1es ±.11 
dlscoverir-.g that although children have ·little knowled~e of th1,, 
function of: print irtbooks, they indicate knowledge of the form. cf' 
print a·na. have a sense of story. K!.ng and Rentel (1979) suggested 
a :possibility of irife'rring st.a.ges arti sequences in the development 
of writing. They theorized that children bring from oral language 
concepts of written messages arid sense of' story which may iru'luence 
their ..rriting •. 
Cognition and metalinguistic ability have 'been considered 
factors in children's literacy devalopment. Piaget (1964) asserted 
that logic dev:elops as thoughts becoo.e socialized a:nd that 
children's logic before age seven lacks exactitude and objectivity 
·because the social impulses a:.r:e counteracted by egocent:'.:'ici ty. ',;,'he 
child, he believed, ha;s a problem .. :ln forming· objective conce:ptfons 
• 
of··reali ty becaus·e of limited capacity to disassociate self fraii 
thought. Piaget and. Inheider (i969) listed obstacles encountere:} 
by the e·gocentric child, They suggested a problem for y,our..g 
chi1d.ren in mentally representing what had already been a'bsorbed on 
· the level of action. · They described the laborious task ·that the 
child und.ertakes in decentering self from objects and events in 1,hli'l 
universe. Firnilly, they noted that these d1fficulties with 
decentering ay;:;Jly ·to the interpersonal and social univeme wher~ 
the child must reconcile others' views with his own. Gravefi! 
(1983), commenting on the egocentric child., attributes self,;.cen-tered 
confidence and fearlessness as a moving force for great.progress 
during the first year of school. He stresses t.hat there can be no 
decentering for a child writer until s/he recoznizes· an_ 1.nt'b;t1a.:nc~ 
or problem and there:fore f'eels a need for another look. ,Almy,{19~) 
who repeated the demonstretions and interviews of Piage-t foul'l.d th2t:t 
·t:iild.ren view as different, problems and phenomena that:a.d:ults 
regard as Similar or identica.l. She concluded. that· the ability of 
the young child. to use lar1ob"Uage in expressing logic is an outcome 
of activity. Teale (1982) discussed Pia.get's cognitive theory 
praising its dynamic character a.nd proclaiming the child"s 
interaction with the environment as the key to the developmental 
process. A nether important cons id era tion in unders tand.ing 
children's thirL~ing is that children are often unable to verbalize 
somethi~.g which they axe clearly able to demonstrate (AJmy, 1966~ 
Downing, 1969). Clay (197?) discussed the tra.nsitional Piagetan 
stage of five through seven year olds, mcplalning thP.t children's 
inability to-use several cues leads them to form some false 
conclusions about language. 
Vygotsky (1962) maintained .that written.language requires a 
high level o:f' abstraction and that. in learning to write the child. 
must disengage himself from the sensory aspect of speech and 
. replace words by images of speech. Imagined speech requires 
symbolization for the imagined sourrls and is consequently mere 
difficult than oral speech. For example, the ·symbolization 
required for algebra makes it ha...">"'Qer than arithmetic. D.01tr1:ing 
··( 1969) found that children were confused over the abstract 
linguistic terminology.· He concurs with Vygotskyjs claim that th~ 
abstract quality of language is the main stumbling block for the 
egocentric child. Geller (1982) observed how children.•s wc,rq pl~J 
helped "them discover that verbal symbols or words are arbitr.arilJ 
:related to their referents. This discovery allows for understand.lng. 
the abstractness of the language system, where literacy requires 
the derivations of meaning without the benefit of the situation a·nd 
intonation which accompanies oral language. Smith (1978) stated 
that there are two special insights that children must have -i:n 
order to learn to x:ead. They mu.st understand that. print is 
meaningful and that written language is different from speeche 
Reid (1966) found that children had limited "lin.:,uuistic 
eq_uiJ}:nEmt" to deal ·with reading. This was :tndicated. by children 
con:fusi:ri..g numbers with lettersi words with names, and letters with 
words. Templeton (t980) theorized that children must bi::1 able to 
treat language as an object to ex:plore it. She defined implicit 
·and explicit knowledge reflecting cognitive developnent and, 
determined that children need time to deveto;p the concept·' of-$. 
word. Conceptualizing a word as a unit is difficult for a. chiJ;a: 
· 'becaus~ .segmentation in spoken language is not readily apparent.,. 
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M.orris (1981) concluded trat beginning· readers and writers must 
co.."Ile to terms with word units in spoken and written. language •. He 
said, "in the act of reading, the child must learn t'o map spoken 
words in his or her oral language to the printed unit spatially 
arrayed alor,.g a line of text; in the act of ;,-ri ting, the cl?,ild must 
be able to conceptualize the word as an object comp0$ed of letters 
that march left to right and correspond to sounds" (p. 666)~ 
Agnew (1982). used the tE;rm "code consciousness" to refer to 
children's understanding of the technical features. of wr.ltten 
language. She described steps in which teachers may analyze an 
individual's technical vocabulary .. through dictated stories~ 
Children have a strong desire to master their environment and 
must be actively and directly involved in urcerstanding the precise 
connection between reading, writing, and oral language. King 
(1980) suggested that children must learn the distinctions 'between 
written and oral modes of language to create written text, arrl 
claimed that children begin to make these distinctions intuitively 
before beginning school. Gillet (1979) emphasized the use of 
writing as a concrete experience for children in manipulating and 
discovering the features of written language. }1any other 
rese1;1.rchers have suggested. thi.s role of writing as a. tool for 
ex:;,loring the underlying r...iles of written language (Bla_ss, J~e.~. 
& : :.rz ow, 1981 ; Chomsky, 1971 ; Clay, 1977;. Cook, -1980; Durki'fl9 
19~6: :Jyson1 ·1982; Platt, 1977; Tompkins, 1982; Wils6n 11 19Bi) = 
:n surri..rtary, cognitive theory maintains tha.t the child is a 
dyr.a::ic learner who develops through interaction with t.he 
er:v-ircnment. The· egoce·ntric child, however, is hampered by limite6. 
ab.:..l:.ty to decenter and·to nentally·re:present experience, 
Researchers imply that the abstractness of la.nguage .pose/c'. 
di:":ic"J.lty for young children and suggests that children· need. ,,;. 
metalinguistic ability to work with written language arrl to de&l 
wit.h c..iffering f11nctions of the o.ral and written· mod.es~ '!'he 
cor.c:1-:.sion is that writing ma.y serve as- a concrete experience fGi:l· 
. -
the ex:plora tion of written langua_ge by the egocentric tranaitiem:;; 
Early Wri ti~~ 
it:dting has been described as a multi.:..staged process involvi~. 
pre;.r:::-iting, writing, and post writing activities. Talk1n€;:r 
·:planr,,ng, gathering information, and clarifying points c.haracteriz1,'i 
the prewriting phase •. Rough drafts, outlin$s, false starts, 
cha.J:€es, and re-drafts represent the writing activities. The :post 
wri ti.r..g sta..ge involves revisions, deletions, reorganization, 
ecliti1~. and. pr~of reading '(:,;acrorieB 1980). Graves (Walshe, 1982) 
r&co:-...:'!:e ::as that children gain ownership ar.d control over their 
t.-ri tir..g. He advocates free choice of topici an available audience 
for direction, time a:r.d. individual. methods for repe?rsa,l, · a.nil 
individual conferences with good questior.ing techniques and 
individual skill teaching. He emphasizes the importance of' thft 
. phase of revision where writers r·econc'ile what is expressed with 
', wha.t is intendedo 
i8 
Writing as a process approach requires a new role fo?:' 
teachers. The suggestion that writing is more caught than taugM. 
(Walshe, 1979) describes the teacher as a model ·~rnd. a facilitator 
of writing. Writing as a process requires children to have time to 
thlnk, to write, to reread, and to read, aloud (Golub, 197'3.)~ 
Writing as a process means that measuring growth and assign:ior>.g 
grades must be defined to mean continuing.response, evaluation0 
suggestions, and encouragement (Cooper & O'Dell, 1975),, 
11Children have a natural ability to write - certainly -no:t tt:G) 
carefully polished and well organized. prose expected of high school 
graduates, but spontaneous expression through totally uninhibited 
use of language from a unique :point of view" (Holbrook, 1981; p. 
864). Furthermore,· children enjoy writing and want to do so on the 
first day of school (Graves, 198.3). Numerous teachers have, 
introduced writing in classrooms and found tha.t young children 
enjoy writing, learn to read through these writing experiences, and 
become quite successful at writing (Giacobbe, :1981; G::caves, 198J; 
Hauser, 1982; Hilz, 1980; Walshe, 1.982), 
Clay (1982) },.as su.ggested that young writers move by various 
routes across severa1 strands of la.ngua(Ee learning. 'rhis 
.. . g.evelopmental view consists of six co:nponents which area 
1;.rying to get a theory about written laoguag~· 
trying to exp:ress theil;'experiences in writing 
trying to. construct stories 
exploring sound to spelling patterns 
·developing new language uptions 
developing a range ·of writing forms 
DeFord (1980) studied yo~ writers and. noted that their s~~tegies 
.reflected a movement from global to more differentiated concepts of 
print. She noted that concern for letters grew out of attempts tx., 
communicate messages. Her non-seq,uential framework for development 
of writing includes ten stages which begin with scribbling !?.ind 
finalize with the ability to compose a form of' discourse. In a 
case study of her s_on,. Bissex ( 1980) found that his earliest 
writings were expressive and directed·to an·audience. ·He,mo\V'ed 
from usi~ letters to convey a gener.a.l message to using letters tee 
s_pell words. His interest in conventions of writing coincided wi·i:;h 
great.progress in reading. Graves (198)) noted such interest iri 
conventions at the end of first grad.e 6 and he suggests that 
conventions of handwriting and spelHng are tools of the writing 
process. He observed young children correctly using punctuation- t.o 
give voice to theu: writing. 
The environments of early writers have received attention ·1n· 
an effort to determine that which prompts their interest. Hallr 
Moretz, and S~tom (1976) found. that homes conducive to early 
writing :provided role models who wrote and offered a motivation to 
write. Du.t:kin (1966) observed that. early writers came from homes 
where :parental heJ.p and. available writing mater:i.als were abundant. 
.. 
Clay ( 1976) noted the importance · of the t.a.rental role in valui,ng 
written messages while studying Sa.iiloa:n children who Witnessed. 
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their parents writing hasty responses to letters brought in oli boa.:!; 
day. Graves(197J) discovered. that children write more often a.m 
in greater ler1o-"'th in· an infornal envirornnent. Taylor (1982b) 
observed that children wrote abundantly while playi-ng. · The 
children made elaborate preparations for playing restaurant or 
beauty salon, in forming clubs, and in selling lemonade. They 
wrote signs,· lists, menus, and other meaningful things and often. 
lost interest when the orga.n::.zation w;:i.s co:-r1pletedo "Childreri a.r~ 
ready to write when they understand what writing does, when they 
are interested in writing, when they want to com,11un1.cate th.:'oU.gh 
writing, and when they understand that written symbols represent, 
meaning'-' (Haley-James, J982a,,. :p. 4£,Z).c-
Children ha.ve been observed by researchers to be syste::atic i:·I 
learning to :'j:.rite just as in a,cquiring lar~ge. Wheeler (1972) 
a.na,lyzed the writings of kindergarten children and observe-:. that 
motor skills did not :present a.s many :proble!!!S as did perceptual 
learning in beginning to print. She concluded that children's 
a.evelopment in writing resem.1Jled. other self-directed learn.ir:.g such 
as lan5Uage and motor develop:,1ent. Read (1975) noted that young 
children organize speech sounds into logical cate_gories free which 
they construct invented spelling systems. Paul (j.976) and Gentry 
(1977) established stages or strategies of spelling in chilcen 
which culminate in the child's achi.eving stand.a.rd forms. Chc·::-,sky 
(1976) stuclied similarities :Ln young ch:Llclren's invented. sp-e::..lings 
atl.d noted that the children were unable. to read what tne;y had. 
written~ Beers and Beers (1981) reported that children's spellings 
tell what they knqw a.bout words and advocate .that children b:$ 
encouraged to write using spelling strategies they have invented.. 
Hildreth (1936) studied three to six year old children and 
their name writing ability. She observed children writing mostly 
in upper case, initially drawing rather than writing, and imitatiri.g 
parents' cursive by _scribbling. She also noted an interest in 
letter formation a~ong four year olds. Her references to horizo.~t-E:1 
movement :parallel todayws concept of left to right directionalis.:r~ 
In a subsequent paper, Hildreth (196'.3) described a school beginne::.· 
as able to w~ite his name, print letters and numbers, .and as naving 
an interest in ·copying. 'T·he ·writing of their own . narn13 wtt.;.'ii 
described by Temple, Nathan, and.Burris (1982) as a trailb1a;il'.}g 
event for children. They noted that name v.'t'itipg ·becomes a, proceoo: 
which can be repeated for other words and also offers a repettory 
of known letters. 
In examining writing samples of young children, Clay (1975) 
observed thirteen concepts and principles that characterize a.nc .. 
describe children's systematic development of the writing proces~~ 
They are the sign, message, and space concepts; and the copyir.ig. 
flexibility, inventory, recurring, generating, directional, and 
abbreviation principles. She alco described a reversing patters 
and confusion vihen the page arrangement lnterfered with writinge 
Clay's concepts and :principles substantiate many of the loosely 
described findings of Hildreth and Durkiri. Wiseman and. Watson 
-~----.-~- --·------·--~,,..·----
(1980) analyzed the _writi~.gs of four and five year old .ehild:r;~E?. 
and found.that all the children had learned that letter$a.:it~ 
r~lated to writing., and that writing has certain forms. Th~ 
. . 
chi?,-d.ren demonstrated rudiments of· beginning spelling_ and all 
except two ch-1,ldren were able to determine the function of 
writing. Good.man and Altwerger (1981) in interviewing you13g 
children ar.d asking them to write found. some children produced 
words, letters, or their names. Some children drew or scribbled~ 
so::e read their writing, others pretended to read~ and some said 
they had not written anything~ Responses of the .children in their 
study indicated that children are more willing and able to make· 
sta tenents about writing than ab.out read:il.nge 
Dyson ( 1981) observed that talk surr~)Un::led kinde:r:gat"t:eners" 
wri t'ten graphics and this discussion augmented. their messa;gt.;i · 
pro1ucing power. She witnessed children's use of ·oral language 
as a tool in writirtg. · Oral language was used by the children she 
studied to seek needed information, for assistance in the encoding 
of words, and for d.i.stancing self from the writt.en work. Dyson 
observed chiidren writing lists of names after memorizing letters 
and their spatial an:;;uigements. Dyson and Genishi (1982) observed 
two first graders who used oral language to encode words into 
print and to transf onn Ideas from speech to wr.i ting. Haley-James 
( 1982b) stated. ·tha t i:~,lk ls central to learning from writing and 
that discussion of a work in progress :provides instant feedbacko 
She asserted that helps writers objectify and analyze 
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their efforts to cons{:ruct and co:i:r,.municate mr,::uung., Buckley (1979) 
discussed. the influence· of language on thought, and stated that- the 
young ~hild talks .aloud to ge·t on· with verbal thinking a.rill· thereb-y 
tises this talking strategy in confronting academic problems. Ol:'al 
expression as an aid to thinking was also ob.served by Tough (1974) 
who noted that talking initiates and refines a child's thinking. 
Dyson and Genishi (1982) claimed that composing is as much·an oral 
task as a writing task,. 
Hilz (1982) has summarized in five main points much of the 
recent research on early writihg. She stated: writing is learheti. 
through use; children need to see writing being used; writing must 
be functional if it is to be meaningful; wr1 ting develops in anq, 
out of school ·1n a literate environment; and writing develops in 
children at different rates within the same age group" 
Recent research has discovered that the young egocen·tr~ 
child comes to school with a compiex set of systematic strategies 
for extracting the underlying rul~s of language, The school 
beginner is motivated to become literate in societies where 
written language and print a,re functional and necessary for 
interaction among their mem'bers. The recently recogn:tzed role '6£ 
~Titing as a tool and concrete experience in learning to read and 
in becoming literate mandates continued investigation into the 
process of writing. By recognlzing· and understanding the 
str.ate'gies, techniques and methods that children apply in learning 
tow-rite, educators may aid the :process of literacy learn1ng. 
Since children's thoughts. and percept.ions clearly -influence aml 
limit their abilities, knowledge about young childrenvs thinkt~{ 
concerning the writing. process P may suggest techniq,ueg which 
eliminate obstacles and enhance literacy development .. 
-- . --- ', 
.. 
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··· Chapter III 
Design 
Purpose;:: 
The purposes of thi~ study were to investigate how young 
children perceive the writing process 8 and to.deseribe·tha 
characteris-t,ics and changes demonstrated in their writing before 
rec-eiving formal.instruction. 
Questions to be_ Answere~ 
1. How do .young children perce-ive the writing process? 
2. What a.re the characteristics of the writing episodes of young 
. children'? 
3. H<;>w do young children'~ perceptions of writing and . their wr:~,tt;r!i-f 
episodes chari.ge over the span of' two scho9l yea.rt/'? 
MethodolQ&Y 
Subject4! 
Twenty-o·ne children from a rural-suburban area of western New 
York State were studied ewer the span of two school years, nursery. 
school and kindergar·l:.en. At the beginning of the study, in the 
fall or'· 1981, the children were four years old or approaching four 
by December and were enrolled in a parochial nursery school. In the 
fall of 1982, six of the children remained at the parochial school 
:for kind.ergarten9 whi1e the other 15 attended the nearby public 
school. ·· The ch:lldre.n were six years old or approaching six at 
the conclusion of th:ts study in the spring- of 198). There were 
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· ten. girls and 11 boys ·iri' this sample ~0\11'·• 
· An interview· with the nursery school teacher 1ooicated tmait 
· · the children represented a. range of · middle · class homes. All the 
children came from two :parent homes tha.t the teacher felt we~~ 
acadern.i'ca1ly supportive·. She de-scribed the· group's abilities .u 
varied, with at least tli-!ee having go{)i ability and a. few 
possessing lesser ability.· The teacher thought that three of tht;;. 
. . . 
families were somewh3. t dept'i ved. fina.ncially, and.· co.uented tba;t. 
the tuition for nursery school wasa. sacrifice for. them.; Th~ 
fathers' occupa. tions ind.lea te a. range of skills. and ed.ucatioral 
backgrounds. Examples of some of their occupations in.clude:s 
farmer, bank officer, truck driver, mechanic; tea.ch~; electri:ci&n,,· 
police officer, factory worker, vice-principaJ, c~puter ope~t:~;~ 
independent businessman, an:i electrical engineer. Five· aother~ 
worked either full er part ti.Ille. The group was described. as ·quite: 
varied. The teacher found sroe children who learned: easily, while 
at least four or five had attention problems.- The teach&r 
·. iniica tad that these children represented a mixture of backgrounds 
and abilities. 
Instruments 
I~..struments used in this study were: 
1. Three interview questions designed by the researcher~ 
2. Samples of the children's writing requested by the researcher .. 
Procedure 
Interviews were _conducted individually with each childo ThE'5 
interviews were held at four intervals, six months apa.rt 11 during 
the two school yea.rs (fall 1981, spring 1982, fall 1982, s.pring 
1983). The procedure at each-interval included three· meetings 
with the child and was conducted in the same manner as followS 0 ·t 
}'Ieeting 1 - First a request for·a writing sample wasmad.e as 
follows: "Please write everything- that you,know how 
'J'hen the child was asked to respond to the-following three 
questions, 
1. . Why" do peo_ple write? 
2. What do you have to do to be a good-write~'1' 
· 3. What is the hardest thing abput writl~? 
Meetings two and three were linii ted to the request fol.' a 
wxiting sample@ 
Children's responses to the interview questions were tape record.act 
for ·reference. Writing samples were retained for analysis~ T£il.~ 
researcher also noted important observatio~ such a.s: l>e~vie.r.& 
non-verbal responses, and comments during the writing episodes. 
Each meeting with the children began with a few exchanges of' 
informal ta.lk to relax them. The interview questions were begun 
when the children appeared finished or at a stan..1still in their 
writing. It was not uncommon ;for a child to go back to writing 
after responding to the questions. 
, .. 
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When children had d.ifficµlty thinking- of ideas to write/thl; 
request was repeated. When a child appeared finished,· the.question 
"Is there· anything else you· cari write?" was raised. · This ~ll~~iL 
children to decide when the session ·was completed. In a few case~,1 
the suggestion to write their na.'lles was given to get a child started,, 
To encourage children to continue, the researcher often commented 
that children were working hard or trying to do a g,ood. jdh, 
Analysis 
The responses to the three questions were categorical~y 
arranged. The categories of responses £or question one we!'ll' 
analyzed according to the functions of language outlined bJ 
Halliday ( 1977a). Percentages within categories of re.s,ponses £Get' 
questions two and three were reported. Changes within ca..t~jQJ.'J.$c$. 
a.nd irn.portant observations w.ere noted. 
The writing episodes were classified according to five le-vek 
of writing ability that emerged. These levels were analyzed for 
evidence of the use of concepts and principles described by C:ta,y 
(1975) and for use of strategies recognized by Harste and others 
(1981). Changes and observations were discussed. 
CT ¥:B"Mfzt - ' ,r· TT --
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Summar,r 
A two yea:r longitudinal study was designed tcr investigate 
children's chan.ging perceptions and abilities in writing, 'J;'Wenty..,, 
one niddle class children were interviewed and asked to .produce 
writing samples at four intervals during the span of nurs.ery 
school and kind.ergarteri. Responses to interview questions Nere 
categorized and analyzed. Writing episc<les were cla.ssified·withln 
five levels and described .• 
" 
· Chapter IV 
.Analysis of Data 
PurposeB 
The purposes of this study were to investigate how young 
children perceive· the writing process, and to describe the 
characteristics and changes in their writiti..g before receiving 
. formal instruction. 
-Part t 
Analysis of the Three Interview Questtons. 
Q.ues tion On~ 
Responses to the question, "Why do :people writ,e'f0' were 
categorized among seven ca.tE.l.g.ories.i 
A Unacceptable; responses included "I don't. .know.,. 49 
no response, or an avoidance of a response 
B Wri tirig for fun; responses included 11I want to," 
"I like to, 11 or "It's fun. 0 
C - Creating; responses included making something or 
making pictures 
D Useful; responses included aiding memory (grocery 
lists) or figuring things out (drawing on a map) 
E Write to learn how; responses included "Learn to 
write," "Learn to s:pell, 11 "Be an artist," or 1Se a. 
v.vri te:r" 
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F - Message sending.; responses included letter or note 
writing or the sending of. greeting cards and mail 
. :n 
G - Literary; responses included writing books or stories 
Table 1 shows the :percentage of responses to question one within a 
category at each of the four interviews. 
· Percer,tages cif· responses to ·question on,, 
:r1i thin a category at each interview 
Categories :Fall 1981 Spring 1982 Fall 1982 Spring 198]. 
A 50 33 1:1 lj, 
13 32 . 2.5 2,'5 
C 18 4 . --$.Ji 
D 0 8 ~ -..;, 
E 0 8 8 i6 
F 0 21 21 ?O 
C 0 0 4 .. a 
Unknown 0 0 4 4 
Note. Percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number. 
. . 
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All .of the children who gave an acceptable response to questio!'l: 
one described reasons for writing which were consistent with one or. 
more of the functions of language outlined by Halliday (197?a.)~ A 
brief summary of the functions of language is given for re±~erence 
· (Halliday, 1977a; Halliday, 1977b; Smith, 1977)0 
Instru.rn.enta.l. - "I want" 
Regnla tory 
The child becomes aware that· language is a 
means of getting things done or as a means 
of s.a tisfying .. !lla.terial ne.ed~ 
-
11Do as· I tell y01..'c 1' 
The child uses language to control thf 
beha:irior of others 
Interactiona,l - "Me .am you'; 
· Personal 
Heuristic 
Imaginative 
The child uses language to interaet wit;b. 
others aroul:".d hi.T:1 and for get ti rig :·alor-ig 
"Here I come;, 
The child uses language in expres·sing 
uniqueness, individuality, and pride 
- "Tell me why'" 
The child uses language to explore the 
environment, seeking and testing knowledge 
0 Let's pretend" 
The child creates an environment and takes 
over the universe through imaginative 
writing and by making up stories 
• 
. Representa,,tional - "I'-ve got something to t~ll youi• 
The child. is aware. of conveying g 
message or expressing propositioM 
3) 
Responses of .the children within categories B and C indica.te 
that these· children recognized a personal function of writi~. 
Responses of category B such as ·"I like to" or "It's .fun" indica.t~·t 
as Britton (1970) has adequately described, "the delight of 
v.tterance." Britton discussed the spectator role of language, 
. whereby a :person uses lar1oaua.ge for the :pleasure it brings, Thes,;,;; 
children clearly perceived the use of writing fortheir own 
enjoyment. Responses in category C indicate that these childre·:.~ 
understood. the self expressive and :personal function of writitle'', 
but were confused .about disc.;irning the differences·between drawing 
and writing. This confusion may have ·existed also for sonu:, 
children whose responses were of category B. However, the degree 
of confusion cannot. b~ .deterni1nedq 
Responses in category D indicate that these children perceived 
the instrumental function of writing. They clearly described 
.. 
reasons for writing that indicated a method for satisfying needs. 
Children who gave responses within ca.tegory E noted the role 
of writing for practice and training in becoming better at writing. 
Halliday (1977b) stated that the techniques.of mastering or 
:practicing a language does not constitute the use of la~"'E':. 
. . 
These children me.y view writing as a means of rehearsing and 
practicing, similar to a baby learning to talk. This conception 
of writins; may be explained by the traditional attention given to 
• C 
.. 
.... 
ffeinting dur'ing kindergarten and. rtursery. schooL. These child:rekl. 
did not define c1 function of :·writing and were mainly concerneu 
with learning how to write· at this .point. Their concern f·or trw 
· ''learningi• and their acknowledgement of. the task; indicated an 
appreciation for the value placed on writi:r~:3 by others in the 
·environment. This recognition suggests a d.istinction -from the 
· baby learning to talk and the beginnings of an intuitive 
discerning of self and environment. Therefore, these ch.ildreii. 
perceived·the use of writing as a- representation of their· growth 
and i-d.entity. They thereby-intuitively recognized a :personal 
function:, if not other functions of wri tiri.g, 
Responses in category F indicate that these chil_dren observed 
the interactional function of writing. They frequently re-ferred to 
socializing through letters, · mail, and greeting ear-ds. 
3ecause of the creat1v1 ty involved ·1n w'-ri ting stortes a-.nt. 
books, responses within category G indicated that these children 
were aware of the imaginathre function of wr-i ting. 
Thus, categories of acceptable responses to question one 
represented the functions of language in the following manneri 
B, a, E personal 
D ins tru.rnen ta 1 
F interaction.al 
G imaginative 
The two responses which could not oe ca.tegorfaed were 1 "Gause 
they know my name and cause they love me" z.nd "Cause they like me 
and they like my name." They were classified as representing 
• 
a~areness of the interactional function of writing. 
Table 2 shows the perceived functions of the 21 children at 
the four interviews as classified in the manner described. 
., 
.. 
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Ta.bl~ 2 
Distribution of the perceived functions of·writ:i,.ng 
Name ?all t981 Spring 1982 Fall 1982: Spri~ +983 
Todd 4 4 4 Li, 
.. Leah 6 /.;, 
Kimberlee 4 i ) 3 
Joy 4 1 ~::. 
Donielle 4 4 qi ~ I '"'}-
Amy 4 L} Lj. 4 
Joseph 4 L!~ 
Robe.rt 11 e-4 .. · 'f 
Kent 4 4 4 4. 
· Michael .., 4 4 
Jessica 4 . 4 ~4" 
Jason 4 Li, 3 t 
··Matthew 4 3 4 4 
.Ammie ~ J 
William 3,4 1f3 3 
Shawn 3 J J,4 
Em'ily 4 
Beth 4 1,4 J· 4,6 
Gregory 3 3 
Adam 4 4 4. 
Kendra J,4 1,3 3 
1 
-
Instrumental 5 - Heuristic 
2 
-
Regula t0-ry 6 - Imaginative 
3 - Interactional 7 - Representational 
4 
-
Personal 
Table 3 shows th~ pez-ce~tage of .child.ren•s response1:, 
according to J?erceived function for the four intervalS\"' 
Table J 
· Percentages of responses· to question Ol'i,t, 
·accord1r:.g to perceived language function 
Functions Fall 1981 Spring 1982 Fall 1982 · Spring 198.J 
. · Instrumental 
Interactional 
Personal 
Imaginative 
Unac.captahle 
48 
8 
21 
38 
3J 
9 a 
JO ?.; _,,...., 
4.3 9~ 
4 8 
* 
Mote. Percentages are rounded to· the nearest whole m.1nber·~, 
-
.It must be noted that some children were able to perceive more than 
one f\;!.nction of writing, so that percentages in each :column are:, 
,i, 
based on the number· of ·total :perceived functions ra'ther 'than Zi. 
respo~e~. 
The most obs·ervable trend· was the decrease in unacceptable 
responses with age. This may irn;licate that children at the end c;>f 
kindergarten are beginning to possess .the ability and desire to 
talk about ·the-ir learning .. ~nd thinking. This may be the beginnings 
of a metalinguistic and metacognitive awareness. 
It is interesting to note that all but one cbild recogni:u;d 
,;· 
.• )H 
one or more functions of writing by the end of kinderga;rter,~ 
Clearly, the mo~t CO.!lLilonly perceived function of writing'l;!y 
child'.ren in this study was. the personal :funct.ion of wr~tings .Thi~ 
may likely be the first function of writin,g that the young cM.ltl 
perceives and may be related to the egocentric cognitive s.~ge 
his/her development. At the end of kindergarten, over hal:f of the 
responses still incorporated this· self expressive personal funct'io:,. 
· ·. of . writing. 
The interactioria.l function of writing was the second mosf, 
commonly perceived use of writing by· these young child.reno It ii=s 
likely that interactional writing has been moo.eled forth-em hy 
significant adults through letter and note writirig; and. ·t~ough 
emphasis on mail and greeting cards. Stud.ies of young children 
have demons·\rated that children attend seriously. to such 
communication models (Clay, 1976; Hall, Moretz; & Sta:tomj 1976). 
The instrumental function of language incorpora te.d a smalle:i::· 
portion of the children's perceived functior£ of writinge This is 
contrastive to the development of oral language whereby Halliday 
(1977b) suggested that the instrumental function is the simplest 
model of language and one of the first to evolve. The nature of 
writing includes the preservation of a message in tioe and space. 
The need to read and rerea.d a message is demar.<led to retrieve the 
information. The instrumental function of writing h, probably less 
obvious to young children in this age gTcup because they are not 
yet able to read. 
Goodman and Good.man (1976) stated that children in lit.erat{;-1 
societies become aware early of the regulatory function of writte-n 
language. As an example they cited children• s unders.tanding of the 
command g1ven by a·stop sign. Curiously, the. regulatory function 
was not described by any of the chi.ld.ren in this study as areas~,r:1 
for writing. P1;::rhaps inexperience with reading has limited.the 
children's capacity to recognize the power and control over others 
that can be exercised through writing. The absence· of. the heur'isri:;,1,.,:; 
function may possibly be explained in this.same manner. The 
chil~ren's lack of recognition of the representational function of 
writing may ~ave been predicted because Halliday (1977a) portra,;i,'l'i 
it as being used mostly by adult.is, 
It nas been said that learning t,o produce and understa.oo, 
spoken language occurs effortless],y and naturally, while learning 
to read requires a great deal of work (Foss & Hakes, 1978). The 
explanation for such a statement about written language may be found 
in the responses of the children in this study to the question~ 
''Why do pe'ople wri te? 0 • The children w s responses indicated that 
they have a na,rrow perspective of the possible roles for writing_,, 
This limited perspective may have been responsible for the 
con.clusion that children's underst::cnding of the :role of writing is 
vague (Downing! 1969; Vygotsky, 1962). If a language must be 
functional to be learned (Halliday, 1977b), and if children come 
to school realizing and using all the f\tnctions of oral language 
(GoocLT1an & Goodman, 1976) ,. then chHd.ren .must be made aware that 
these functions of l~nguag.e may be served through writ,ing. TM:s 
transfer is apparently less obvious to children than to adults .. 
40 
The _uses of wr·itten lc1.I\:,<rUagE! 1'1,:te probably less obvious- to ch1ldre-!ii 
becaus·e reading and writing develop simultaneously. In acquiring 
oral language, the process of listening motivates the development. 
of speech·by providing a mod.el through which ·children Cl:l.n recogni~e 
the various· functions that oral language serves. . The expressive 
form of writing has reading·as· its receptive. counterpart. Th.J) 
overlapping development of the readtng and wri:t,ing processeb 
precludes the advantage of a built in model for predetermining 
the functions of writ ten la ngua,ge. 
Question Two 
Responses to the que·sti-on, · 0Wha t do you have to do t.o be ~ 
good writer?" were categorized among four categories.; 
A · U11accepta b_le; responses included, "I don wt knowll' '0 
an avoidance of a response, or no reply 
B - Learn; responses included "Go to school," "learn,n 
or general learning tips such as listening, 
following directions, taking your time, practice 
C - Artistic ability; responses included "Be an artist, 11 
"Color in the lines, ir etc. 
D Reference to content; responses included reference 
to writing alphabetic letters, words, or reading 
what was written. 
· Table 4 · shows ·the· percentage_s of responses to q,uestion two withi:n 
. each· category at the f0ur interviewso 
. TabJ.,e ti 
Percentages of responses to question two within categorie-~ 
Categories 
A 
B 
C 
D 
Fall 1931 Spring 1982 Fall 1932 Spring 198J 
50 
40 
10 
68 86 
10 
24 
note. Percentage·s are rounded. to the· nearest whole num.b-er-A"° 
Half of the children at the beglnning of nursery schoo1were 
either unable or unwilling to respond. to the question "What do.yoo 
have to do to be a good writer?", but at the end. of kindergarten 
all children gave a response, with the most crnnmon answer 
pertaining to school learning techniques. The responses included 
remarks such as following directions~ beln:g neat, being goodr, 
going to school, practicing, and learning. Clearly, the children 
viewed writing as a school activity where they must behave and 
follow rules. It is curious that 24 percent of the children 
·abandoned their concern for the content of wri tit>.g, where their 
responses included forming letters, learning words, writing names, 
. and rea.d.ing what is written, between the beginnir{.; and end of 
TP'K@ffl 
41, 
,42 
kirrle·rgarten, · These ·results suggest that the children became !ll{)re 
concerned during kind~:i:;:garten about the mechanics of writing al'ltJ 
.their own conformity to school -than about the content of wM't 
they write'* 
Responses within category C indicate a continued struggle,ft1· 
children with the differentiation between wri ti11.g and d.ra.wing,o , I~/'. 
is i'nteresting to note that children•s responses within this 
category increased with age. ·This may be explained. by the 
observation that their responses, while referring to drawir,g ar11~~. 
artistic ability, included a flavor of conforr1ing to schocJ. 
s tanclards a 
Responses in both categories B and C demonstrate ap. importar;;~~ 
perspective of the kindergarten child. The resp.orures of the 
children re~lected the emphasis of traditional ki11~.ergarten Oi!? 
readiness skills and. learning habits, and demonstrated that the 
a.djust:nent to school is perceived by children to be a. demanding 
· task. 
g,uestion Three 
Responses to the question "What is the ha._-rdest thing about, 
writing?" were categorized among five categories, 
A - Unacceptable; responses included "I don '·t know• n 
avoidance of a response, no reply 
B Getting it on paper; responses included reference 
to speed., correcting Ftistakes, neatness of pa.per, 
keeping in the lines, etc, 
C Letter formation; responses inclµded. making th~· 
letters, or forming names 
D - Word formation r responses referred t.o spelling or 
thin.~ing of words to writa 
E General school work; responses ·included cutting, 
.. :pasting, homework, cursiv:et 
One response was "To write things like that" (pointing to the 
researcher's notes) and was not able to be categorized, . Tabl~ ·i:: 
shows the· percerttages of responses within a category at each ot 
the four interviews. 
Ta.bh.i 5 
Percentages of responses to question three within categories 
· Categories Fall 1981 Spring 1982. Fall 1982 ·Spring 1983 
A 62 62 26 18 
B 10 5 35 32 
C 10 24 . 13 
' 
.5 
D 5 5 13 18 
E 14 5 9 21 
Unknown 4 
Note. Percentages are rounded to the nearest whole r,.umbero 
'4.3 
.. 
The decrease .in unacceptable responses with age to this 
question shows the children's increased experience with writing, 
and._the beginnings of their awareness of their own thinking abowt 
-learning. 
The obvious increase of responses in categories :Band E witri 
a.ge demonstrates the increased awareness of the children to 
conformity to school conventions, ;r:t is possible that th.e mot01.0 
coordination demanded for school adjustment prompted responses o:f 
category B, such as "It's hard to c-ut,1' "It's hard not to scribblo/1 
0 If you :press down you might get a hole in it~ 11 0 You· have to· writ,~ 
so much," or "Just to write fast·~ 11 · Limitations imposed by motor 
development may have also ·prompted the. concern for le:ttel:' 
formation and name writing, as -in.category c. RespoP.se-s 'in 
category C increased and then decreased over time.. ·Thi:~ 
phenomenon may be the result of the practice in letter formatior, 
which r/"as emr:-iasized· during nursery school and kindergarten., The:' 
lower :percentage within category Cat the end of kindergarten may 
reflect the improved confidence and a1Jility in this area that 
resulted from the practice. 
The growing concern at the end of kin:iergarten appeared to.be 
the writing of words. This was marked by an increase of responses 
in category E, The chief limitation perceived by the children in 
forming words was spelling. 
Pa.t 2 
Analysis of Wr:t. ting Saraples and ~Jriting ~pis odes 
The writing samples and episodes of the 21 children were 
analyzed with five levels em~rging~ 
Level one was characterized by scribbling, scribble writing: 
and. mock letters, Some children referred to.their scribbling as 
_-letters, .numbers, or nan1:es .. 
Level two was represe~1ted by the writing of a few- se-lect 
letters. The children wrote letters which were contained in their 
oK.n na.me and often commented th.at a specific letter was p....,._~ c" 
their r..ame. The letter writing at this level was clearl~' 
non-random a.nd. demonstrated an attempt by ·the. chi.ldren to forli' 
· their mtn names. 
Level three was characterized by the ability of the childrea 
to write their name. There was , however., a wide range of succes-r,i 
at name writing. Some children wrote their first and last name i~ 
:p.erfect form, some reversed letters especially b, d,· and J, ·some 
could only get a shortened .version of their name down·such as 
~:ike or Joe; but all wrote their name in som~ form. Many includ~d 
drawings or lett~rs, and most discussed i:lifficulties wH.h letter· 
formation often erasing or crossing out. 
Level four was characterized by success at narne writing ard 
the listing or' the names of sigri fieant others such as f:.oc:11y, 
Daddy, and siblinc.S, Sa,Ie chilclren at this level also included. 
short one syllable words comnorJ.,y used such as love~ yes, r:o, c:at. 
Most children were very.talkative describing difficultie·s w.itb 
letter formation, with reme:ribering which letter came next, and. 
with cortfusion of similar letters 3uch as r ahd n. Eras"ing and. 
reference to Ii'1ist'akes ·were conun.on:place. 
drawir..gs vrith their writing. 
};any children inclu.6:eci. 
Only one chi.Id-demonstrated writing at level five; arrl it is 
noteworthy that he began reading during the latter half of nursery 
school.·· His writing at this level included a sentence (God loves 
you) and a note·· bf good.bye to the researcher a.t the last ·vis::::. t,, 
He demonstrated. word play with words like Jim and Jam and 
:proceeded to scra."I!ble words for the researcher to figure om.,,, 
His writings at level five included abbreviations. ar:d inve0nte-:d 
·spellings. It also-·reflected his large exposure to words throu~t 
reading. · During kindergarten this child went to a firs.t gra;o,\,\i . 
class for the daily reading :perio<L 
Table 6 shows ·the levels of writing described for each of' 
the 21 ·children at the four intervals. Sa.mples one. through five 
represent ty:pica.1 writing saJnples at the five levels. 
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Table 6 
4 
Levels of writing for individual children 
.. 
Nw.e Fall 1981 Spring 1982 Fall 1982 Spring 1933 4 . 
Todd J 3 ~, .3 J 
Leah 4 4 4 4-
·Kimberlee 1 3 4 Lt-
, Joy 4 4 I, 4 -, 
Donielle 1 . ,, ., 1, '.) ,) ,, 
.. 
Amy 4 4 1..). 4 
Joseph 3 3 .:-J ·; 
~' 
·Robert 3 L :'. Lr· <-;· -,· 
Kent 2 ''< 
.. / 
Michael '"' ,) 3 
Jessica 1 L} 1, ~~· 
Jason 1 ) ,:, ~1 ' 
Matthew 1 3 l~ ".:1 
-· 
Ammie 2 3 ':I 4 ,; 
William 3 ii. 4 4 
Shawn 4 4 5 5 
Emily 3 3 4 4 
Beth 1 3 J+ 4 
Gregory 2 2 2 3 
Adam ) 3 J ) 
Ke.:dra 3 4 4 4 
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The.five levels of wr:l,ting were further .analyzed ~ccording to 
the :Principles and concepts. described by Clay (1975)G · 
Children of·level on~, thr.ough·scribble and mock. letter 
writi~, demonstrated an a;".rareness. that writing involves pi.:.trposef:ul 
marks on paper and that a code exists for these marks. This i1:c 
evidence of the child.renvs understanding of the sign concept. One 
child at this level· showea. greater progress·. · Beth's canb.ina.tion 
of scribble wr:t. ting and cock linear writing included repetition .c~f" 
mock letters to form a mess?,.ge, in this case the· message was he:c 
rip.me ( ExamJ>le 6) •· She th ere by demonstrate,:. knowledge of the 
message concept and the recurring and directiona.l :princ:l,:ples~ 
At level two, all children ·observed. the.direetio·nal 
principle a.l though not steadfastly. · Their desire to write· th~fif:' 
names -demonstrated knowledge . of the message. concepti :while t~~, 
discussi.on of letters verified their acceptance "o-f the sign'c:onoept, 
'The children also demonstrated flexibility through ex:peri.nentation 
with letter formation. Y.ent (Exampl~ 7) typifies this 
experi.TTientati9J:J. .. 
The sign and. message concepts were clearly obvious to 
children at level three. The children all observed dJ.rectionality, 
however, Adam once got off to a bad start, writing his !la!~e from 
right to left, forming a mirror image ·of his name. · Ad.am later 
demonstrated the recurring principle, writing his name repeatedly 
(Example 8). The generatir..g principle for letters was also used 
by children at level three. Ki.mberlee's message Tm:oT is 
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representative (Example 9), Michael used the copying principle 
for drawing at this level. Unable to think of anything to ma.kef 
he looked around and resorted, to copying an ·Easter· egg with &, 
· flower oh' it from the bulletin board. 
At level four; the childre.n again demonstrated the sigri &J;11}. 
mess.age concepts. They observed directionality in their wri till€; 
and demonstrated the inventory principle by listing names an<': 
· vfords they knew how to write, Some children at this level 
encountered problems when they ran out of spa:ce on- the :pa.ge o Thi;::; 
is demonstrated in Joy's inventory of names and numbers (Exampl.e i:0) . 
. Joy fills up the page, aba.ndonine; order to get everything to fit, 
Children at level four d..ein.onstra.ted the copying principle when 
their own supply of words ran out. Shawn incorrectly copi~ 
"cheese" off a wall poster, writing CHES'Z, and :St':!th {Exa.mpli!iil:) 
ran out of space -while incorrectly. copying· "Pacman11 from gear Qlf.c; 
the nearby coot .rack, The contrasting, flexibility, and recurrir,f 
. principles were used by a few children at this level. , Leah 
(Example f2) demonstrated all tr..ree •. She contrasted Go and Stopr 
flexibly explored words when writing Fo and On, and repeated Ho 
three times. A few children at this level began to use punctuation" 
Beth hyphenated her mother's name 11Bar-bara." William separated 
the names he wrote 1-ti th :periods (Example 13). Robert represented 
his friend as l'K which demonstrated. use of the abbreviation 
prind,:ple ~ 
Shawn was the only child achievlng level five. He demonstrated 
'' 
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Example: 1J 
- u :err· 
use of the message, sign .and spa.ce concepts, a:s well as· the 
inventory, copying, directional, con:trasti-ng, a~breviatlon,- and 
flexibility principles. He generated·new woz:ds through invented 
spelllng vthen writing PecL for pencil, Pin for pen,.T SPOOn for 
teaspoon, and Eron for brown. He demonstrated the recurring 
principle at a higher level when writing TUB and BUB. · Shawn made 
compromises also when encountering lack of spa.ce on the page,, 
Clearly, Shawn used many strategies in his writing a"nd can be 
characterirrnd as a risk taker while he explores written language,,· 
Harste and ·his colleagues (1981) sugg.ested. tha.t-child.ren ana. 
adults use four strategies in learning language. A brief 
explanation of these strategies is presented here because the 
children in this study useq. these str~tegies increasingly_ as ·tMz;,, 
proe:r.ess.ec1 through ·the five levels. 
Semantic intent the expectatio·n that all print will bt, 
meaningful; print makes sense 
Hypothesis testing risk taking, outgrowing oneself 
Negotiability .pragmatic choices, choosing amqng 
options of what will be represented 
and how it will be represented 
Fine tuning language with lar1oJ:1Uage interplay of 
language in its four eXJ)ressionsr 
"mul ti-med.:i.a e•rent" 
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Table 7 shows the number of children at each level for eaqh 
.· of the four intervals.<> 
Table 7 
Number·or children wi t.hin levels 
Levels Fall 1981 Spring 1982 Fall 1982 Spring 1983 
1 5 0 0 r, .__,! 
2 J 1 1 ('· .,} 
J 9 12 Cl u c-0 
4 4 8 1'l ...... ·1(~ 
5 0 0 i f 
· Clearly, all the children except one were able to write· the:1x 
.names in sone form at the end of nursery school and some were· able 
to write the names of others and/or short words. At the end of 
kindergarten, all children could write their own names in some 
form and more of the children could write the names of ot.l':1.ers. 
'i'he descriptions of levels of writ_ing according to principles 
and concepts of Clay (197.5) verifies Clay's conclusion that 
children's development is characterized by a wide range of 
individual differences and that exploration of language is 
approached from a variety of directions. However, the children at 
higher levels of writing ability demonstrated an increased use of 
these principles and concepts. 'I'his increase suggests that 
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childrenis use of these concepts and principles .indicates progresso 
The child of level. five, who· demonstra:ted all such principles and. 
concepts, and who learned to.read early, indicates ·the i.m.portaric~ 
and value of the·use of these strategies. The child at l.evel five 
discovered the alphabetic principle of written language; he clearly 
took many risks using many possible strategies to invest:igate 
written language. His parallel reading development implies the 
role of writing in facilitating reading instruction and mandates 
the encouragement· of ·children to take risks" 
The initial hypothesis that prompted this research was th6 
belief that ·children would likely proceed from writing ·1.ette;rs? 
to writing words, to writing sentences, in the evolution of their 
mastery of the writing process. This however was not trt.1.e., 801r-.,t 
children initially formed letters, but or{ly did so in a,ttenpti~~ 
to write their own name. The obvious result was the progressior:. 
from name writing, to the writing of significant others~ names,; 
to the writing· of short words. Letter and nwnber formation were 
interspersed sporadically. From the psycholinguistic _perspe<rtive 
this phenomenon is logical. Children expect print to "be meaningful 
and initially operate from a global perspective when investigati~.g 
language. This represents the strategy of semantic intent. 
Nothing· could have more meaning to a young child than his/her own 
name. Children also have many opportunities to see their name in 
print-in their environ~ent. Ferreiro and Teberosky (1982) referred 
. to children's listing of narr:es and short words as "fi.xecl formslf 
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which children ·are able to reproduce without a mod.el.· They stated, 
that. these fixed ·rorms·. are· culturally .and· personally acqui:relh 
Perha·ps children use these· fixed forms, which are highly meaningfu-1 11 
to analyze written-language more specifically, · Increasing theb.' 
· repertoire of names and words requires new letter$,. th1:l.s explainir..g 
·the children9 s concern at levels three and four with letter 
formation. With letter formation behind them, children used 
copyir.g and other such strategies to increase their :word lists! 
This process may eventually lea.d to exploration of laP.guage tr.roug1•• 
invented spelling as Shawn de·monstrated at level five. It ap:peari:: 
that the inventories of names and sh.art :words serve the purpose of 
moti va. ting children's exploration of language through :writing in 1;,1. 
meaningful way. It also appears· to allow children ·to progress 
fro.rn. a giobal to a specific perspective as is generall:y 
characteristic of children's approach to langua,ge.o 
Curiously, drawings were only included at levels three and 
four. This coincides with the confusion between writing at?d 
drawing that was expressed during the interview questions. Perhaps 
children of level one and two viewed writing as a mysterious code 
with a recognizable form which they tried to imitate, Drawing at 
levels three and four may have served as a rehearsal or negotiating 
strategy for these children and may therefore adually be 
indicative of progress in the exploration of written language,, 
Graves (Ualshe, 1982) has urged that children use many techniques 
to brainstorm idea,s for w:ri ting. He referred to this pre-:wri ting 
•. 
activity as rehearsal. Harste and other~ (1981) suge;ested that 
children negotiate or decide among many options in language, usine:: 
choices ·which serve.their purposes best and which meet social 
demands. In the case of rehearsal, children°s d_ra_.wings :provided 
· ideas for writing. Jessica exemplified this by drawing a picture 
of her sister and then said that she could write her sister's nam~, 
which she then did. · Other children drew when they exhausted their 
supply of fixed forms, In this way they negotiated an option 
vthich allowed them to cooperate,, 
s·onie other interesting observations were noted. At the end 
of kindergarten, Gregory, then at level three, wrote the word 11HI'" 
but was not aware that he had written a word. He explained that 
he thought a word needed three letters. Ferreiro and Teberosh:~! 
(1982), in extensive studies of Spanish speaking childreut 
discovered that children form the hypothesis that .reading cannot 
take place with fewer than three letters and that the letters 
· must va:ry in order~ The degree to which other children in this 
study perceived such a hypothesis cannot be determined. However, 
• • • I.< -
strings of letter~ formed by these children incorporated at least 
three letters and va:ried combinations of letters. The inclusion 
of many three letter words in child.renis inventories may also be 
related to this theory .. 
A few children sp~lled letters or.ally before or during the 
writing of a word. Kendra spelled O - U - T as she wrote out and 
Y - E -- S as she wrote yes. This strategy likely aids in the 
·-.--: .''. 
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remembering of .letter order for the fixed fonns, This represent;,. 
the strategy of fine tuning language with language. This strategy 
was evident in the children•s frequent talking during writing 
episodes aid also in Shawn's reliance on his :parallel developmer.t 
in·reading, Many children ta:lkedduring the writing episodes; 
sometimes Etllowing their spoken ideas to d.irect their writing 
options. 
No consistent :pattern appeared in: the use of upper and lowe:r 
case letters. Children likely used the familiar form that they 
wi tr:essed in the words in their e.nvironrnent or were taught a fon' 
to use. However, this does not account for the child.re.n's 
interchange of upper· and ·lower case when copying, It may be thB,i 
the decisive factor is the ease in which the letter can be :produce?.;\.~ 
Thus, a child who can· rE!adi1y form upper case "An will choose the,'" 
form, especially if lower case "a" is :problerr.atic for. him/her,. 
In essence·, the child negotiates as s/he writes, making choices 
that Hork to his/her advantage. 
Summary 
The analysis of the dat,a. of this research was divided into 
two sections, with part one containing the interpretation of the 
response·s to the three interview questions and part two consisting 
of the analysis of the uriting samples and writing episodes. 
Responses to the three questions were cateGorica.lly arranged. 
The results revealed that the children perceived limited functions 
of writing, recognizing the persona,l and i!lteractional functions 
.. 
and to a· lesser degree the instrumental and imaginative functions, 
It wa·s also discovered that the children :perceived adjustment to 
· school conventions as a a:emand~ng task, with. motor coordination., 
· letter forr:-:i1tion, and spelling· as chief obstacles a 
The writing samples and writing episcxles were analyzed with 
five levels emerging. Increase in use of language exploration 
stratee!;ies described by Clay (197.5) and Ha.rste and· others (1981) 
chara.ct.erized progres·s in writine, Children were· observed to 
follow a ge!'leral sequence of 1·tri tins, bee inning with the writing 
of their Oirn r.2T2e, to wri tini mines of significant. others 1 to 
writinc; one syllable words. Letter and number writing wer& 
interspersed _sporadically. It was theorized that this sequence 
is psycholinguistica.lly logical,. as· it allows fo::- a meaningful 
investigation of lal\:,rua,c:;e fror:1 a global to a specific :pe':,:•specti~" 
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: • Cha,pter V 
·· Conclusions and Implications 
.Purposes 
The :purposes of this study were to investigate how young 
children perceive the writing proce·ss, and to describe the 
characteristics and. changes in their writing before rece~ving 
f orma.l instruction" 
Conclusions 
The results of this two year longitudinal studysubstantia.tef'b 
many of the discoveries of recent researchers and reveals the 
complexity that characterizes language learning for childr&It, 
. One of the most important conclusions that can be formula.tea. 
by the results or: this· study is that children perceive a. limitefJ 
' ' .'' 
perspective of the functions of writing., ani thereby ne·ed to be 
made aware of a wider scope of functions that writing ma.y serve. 
It appears that the most commonly perceived. function of writing, 
and the first to evolve, is the personal function~ 
Two other conclusions concerning the perceptions of children 
about writing must be noted. Children's serious concern for tha 
mechanics of writing and for the- adjustment to school suggest 
constraints in their exploration of language through writing. Two 
obstacles perceived by children are firstly, letter fo.."Y"JD.ation and 
seco:rrlly, spelling. 
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The initial hypothesis that motivated this reseq;rch ·concer~ 
a developmental sequence of w:ritinge It appears that childre~ 
progress from writing their own name, to·. writing names of others.~ 
to writi~ one syllable words.· These words become f~ed. forms that 
. · prompt children's experimentation of language. This is 
psycholinguistica.lly logical. This progression allows writing to 
be meaningful, and permits children to explore la.no~ge f'rom a, 
global. to a specific perspective, 
· The increased use of language strategies that cha.racter.izeil 
..... :progress through the levels suggests a need to encou.ra,ge thiis 
experimentation, It also mandates careful analysis of childxerfl:i 
writing to determine progress already ma.de ~nd to enhance further 
experimeritatlon. The relationship of writ1,i'lg to learning to r:eaa 
is ma.de apparent· by the parallel success of the young b0-_y of le-veil 
five in both areas·. His use of' many strategies exemplifies. ~ir 
value for learning language. It may be that these strategies 
allow fc,r the awareness of the alphabetic principl~e These 
strategies therefore may be precursors of invented spelling 
strategies. 
Several hypotheses were :proposed ·as expla.na tions iot 'th~ 
results of this study and:suggest further investigation. It was 
proposed that simultaneous development of reading and writing 
precluded a model for children's recognition of the functions of 
1,t::-i ting. The basis far this sugcest:ton was that children learn 
oral language naturally because ·I:.hey know what it does; that is to 
say, they recognize its functions. The funct:i..ooo of oral langu.::.ige 
, 
• 
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· become obvious to children as they listen to others speak~ 
Some research has ·given importance to children's confusion of 
writing and. drawing •. It may be tpat children. find differences 
between the two difficult to discern. However, this study raised 
the possibility tha.t drawing may actually be indicative of pro~ess?, 
· This was suggested. in cases where children used drawing as a, 
·negotiating or rehea.tsal strategy, thereby demonstrati~. 
experimentation. 
Implications for. :aesearcr~ 
Recent research has unfolded a vast weal th of'· inf ormatior:. 
· about children's language learning. This research substantiate</ 
. many of these find.iii.gs, but also raises new questions,o 
More investigation concerning children•s perce,ptions of t!:'t1, 
functioris of writing is essential. A series of q,uestions, as we!l 
as tasks, designed to reveal children's conception of the roles of 
. writing could canprise such a study. 
Researchers must also search for techniques to help children 
recognize the various functions tha.t writing can serve. New 
methods that encourage children to increase use of strategies for 
exploriri.g writing must be designed a.nd tested. Var.ia.bili ties must 
be discussed, such as teacher interference in these techniques and 
the degree of convention that is stressede 
Evidence of the minimum-quantity hypothesis (Ferreiro & 
Teberosky, 1982) existed in this study0 Studies involving the 
presence of this perception in English speaking·· children shoul'.d b@ 
exp.lored furth~:. 
?J 
Further examination for evidence of the.name, to others~ ·~ese 
· to words seq~ence in· children's writing is im.portant" 
One boy,· exceeding · this sequence,. included invented spellings, 
phrases, and sentences. Another question to be answered-would 
. involve develo:pin.ent · in these· .areas~ 
Implications for-Classroom Praqtice 
Clearly, the school beginner has already formed ma~ 
conclusions about written language as s/he enters scho.ol~ Teacher£ 
need to talk to.children a~ observ~ them carefully, to understa.m 
their abilities a.nd limitatio1w. 
Two main implications for cur:ricul1.un have become apparent frffi 
the results of this study.· Firstiy, teachers need to model th~-
functions of writing.· ·Children need to understand that wr1t1r..g 
serves purposes other than personal functions. They need to know 
tha.t the conventions that they learn in school a.re for reasons 
.other than conforming. · Teachers must also find vari.ous ways . tt) 
draw children's attention to the purposes for writing. By reading 
widely to children with follo,; up discussion of the author's point 
of view, teachers may broaden·childrents concepts·or the function 
of writing. Secondly, children's writing must be caref'aj;ly 
analyzed to assess progress made a.rd to guide further instructione 
Therefore, it is i~portant that teachers undez~tand that which 
indicates :progre.ss. 
. , . 
. •. 
!1any secondary implications are also suggested by thi~ 
research, Teachers must encourage children to explore. languagE; 
using many strategies. This necessitates th~ teacher's giving 
more attention to content of writing than to form. Since children 
begin with names and words, it is likely that the best instruction 
·in the writing process should begin here~ Letter formation .in 
nursery school and kirrlergarten might be presented on demand&~ 
children need t-o know specific letters when formlng the.ir chose!: 
words. This methoi would be s :t,.~ilar to writing experiencefl 
described by Graves (Walshe, 1982) •. Here children would writ@ 
· daily, choosing their own words . with conventions and stra tegieE> 
being introduced through individual teacher conference. This 
technique would be more meaningful to children than merely printillg 
the alphabet. It is also content oriented while deemphasizing 
f0-""ma.t and convention. Above all, teachers must give children tim~ 
to experiment with writing. Children need this time to use various 
st,ra.tegies. 
This study also suggests a role of writing in learning to read, 
This finding offers a good argwnent for the encouragement of 
child...'"'en to use invented spellings. 
' . 
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